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September 29, 2012
Dear Chairman Nelson,
During a neighborhood information session, I learned some facts about how the Smart Meters were installed
and rules which may have been violated.
+ Installation Without Permission. As homeowner, I did not give permission and I would not have given
permission if I knew that the Oncor Contractors were performing this "act" without proper authority. In
addition, I am concerned that they did not properly educate us and that we find out through our neighbors
that it could be harmful to us.
* Property Rights. I learned that an Oncor employee can remotely cause the accumulated data from 50 Smart
Meters to be run through my Smart Meter 4 times a day .... without telling me? I assume this because
neighbor John Ryan had 7 Smart Meters run through his, an Oncor Technician advised him of the potential for
up to 50 Smart Meter accumulated data transmissions and John wasn't given the opportunity to
approve/disapprove this action.
+ Violation of Trust. During our Neighborhood Information Session, I heard several neighbors complain about
health problems they were experiencing and the only change in their lives was the installation of a Smart
Meter.

Because of these facts, I respectfully request the following relief from potential Health Issues:
Permanent relief by providing Texas homeowners the ability to have Analog Meters reinstated OR

1/ place a barrier at the Smart Meter that can reduce or eliminate the RF exposure
2/ guarantee that our Smart Meter does not send more than our own data
3/ transmit the accumulated data during daylight hours so it doesn't interfere with myself/neighbors sleeping
4/ Conduct an independent unbiased study to investigate the health concerns that take into consideration the
many situations that homeowners find themselves. (eg. 1 apartment dweller has 16 Smart Meters next to her
daughters bedroom, Double Smart Meter exposure because of neighbors meter/mine in close proximity, etc.).
It is part of the mission of the P.U.C. to protect Texans... so I write asking you to simply perform your duty.
Yours-

t'
Mrs Mari5 Penzes
4107 Meadow Dr

Grapevine, Tx 76051
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